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Abstract—High speed networks provide realtime variable bit rate service with diversified traffic flow characteristics and quality requirements. The variable bit rate traffic has stringent delay and packet loss requirements. The burstiness of the correlated traffic makes dynamic buffer management highly desirable to satisfy the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. This paper presents an algorithm for optimization of adaptive buffer allocation scheme for traffic based on loss of consecutive packets in data-stream and buffer occupancy level. Buffer is designed to allow the input traffic to be partitioned into different priority classes and based on the input traffic behavior it controls the threshold dynamically. This algorithm allows input packets to enter into buffer if its occupancy level is less than the threshold value for priority of that packet. The threshold is dynamically varied in runtime based on packet loss behavior. The simulation results show that Adaptive Partial Buffer Sharing (ADPBS) has better performance than Static Partial Buffer Sharing (SPBS) and First In First Out (FIFO) queue under the same traffic conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The QoS requirements are generally specified in terms of packet loss and transmission delay. Assuming Internet will continue to become congested due to scarcity of resources such as bandwidth and buffer, this proposition leads to several possible approaches for better QoS [1][2]. In packet-switched networks, congestion due to statistical traffic fluctuation can result in packet loss. There are several different mechanisms to avoid congestion: admission control, rate-based control, and resource reservation. In this context, congestion control through adequate buffering is becoming particularly significant to minimize the probability of packet-loss and packet delay.

Buffer management is a fundamental technology to provide QoS control mechanisms, which control the assignment of buffer resources among different flows and flow aggregations according to certain policies. This is because, unlike the deterministic multiplexing where each connection is allocated its peak bandwidth, statistical multiplexing allows several connections which might be very bursty at times, to share the same link based on their traffic characteristics in the hope that statistically they will not all burst, at the same time. However, congestion still happens when multiple packets blasting away at the peak rate simultaneously through different incoming links attempt to reach the same outgoing link during the same packet slot time. In this case, only one packet is allowed to go through the network while the others must be stored in buffers. At this time, a switch buffering strategy as well as the buffer size becomes important because buffers are required to secure low packet-loss rate by providing a place to guard against packet-loss when the switch is overloaded with bursty traffic. The choice of either of them can have a dramatic effect on the performance of the switch. If packet-loss is experienced due to overflowing buffers, this will introduce degradation in the overall system performance.

It is necessary to design a network that can dynamically adapt to the changing needs of QoS of the clients, but still provide guarantees per session. Some applications such as video and voice have stringent timing requirements but can tolerate some degree of packet loss. On the other hand, applications like file transfer have low loss tolerance. But large delay is not a problem. The main function of packet discarding mechanisms in congested network is to control consecutive packet loss of different packet discarding algorithms. The control schemes usually categorize and manage the packets loss priorities assigned to them. Priority-based discarding has been shown to have the potential of improving system performance for voice and video traffic. An efficient buffer management strategy maintains a high throughput under a variety of load conditions, while meeting the packet loss requirements of various traffic classes. Early work on buffer management focused on the problem of sharing a finite storage space among several output queues for traffic of a single loss priority [3].

Buffer management schemes can be categorized into three classes: complete partition policy based, complete sharing policy based, and PBS (Partial Buffer Sharing) policy based.
In Complete partition, buffer space is statically partitioned into different queues each for a single class, which can use simple control mechanisms to achieve precise differentiated performance between classes. However, complete buffer partitioning reduces the buffer utilization heavily and increases the overall packet loss rate because arrival packets may be discarded even when there are buffer resources available.

Complete buffer sharing policy can achieve highest buffer utilization because all of the buffers are always occupied unless there is not enough arriving traffic. Traditional Internet use FIFO with drop-tail mechanism and achieve high buffer utilization, but does not support service differentiation and fairness control. Push-out scheme is an enhancement of FIFO and drop-tail, which supports multiple classes of traffic. In Push-out, the arriving packets are allowed to enter the buffer as long as there is space, and when the buffer fills up, an incoming packet is allowed to enter by selectively overwriting another packet that is already in the buffer that is of lowest priority [7]. Multi-Queue based Push-out policy can achieve highest buffer sharing as well as service differentiation and fairness assurance [8]. [8] presents a PLR (Proportional Loss Rate) dropper to support proportional differentiated services using multi-class push-out policy. But large computing complexity is its inevitable disadvantage as other push-out schemes, especially with the number of service classes increasing.

The PBS scheme controls incoming traffic from different priority classes based on threshold in buffer. When the buffer level is below threshold, PBS accepts both high priority and low priority packets and when the buffer level is over a predetermined threshold, low priority packets cannot access the buffer and are discarded. In other words, high priority packets continue to access the buffer unless it is full. The schematic diagram for this mechanism of priority based traffic control is represented in Figure 1. The low priority traffic is allowed to enter into buffer only if the buffer occupancy level is less than the threshold, T. For high priority traffic the complete buffer is accessible irrespective of the buffer occupancy level and threshold value. In partial buffer sharing schemes, the threshold is considered to be constant, which is referred to as Static Partial Buffer Sharing (SPBS) schemes [9][10]. However, we will see in Section IV that its performance suffers from the fact that it is not dynamic. The challenge in designing a SPBS scheme is to select optimal threshold value to obtain desired relative packet loss ratio among the two classes of traffic.

Figure 2 shows the state transition diagram of buffer under the PBS mechanism. The traffic model has two input streams for different types of traffic, i.e., high priority and low priority traffic. The packets arrive at system according to Poisson process with arrival rates $\lambda_h$ and $\lambda_l$ for high priority and low priority traffic respectively. Both types of packets are stored at a common buffer which has fixed service time denoted by $\mu$ for both traffics. The capacity of buffer is N and threshold level is T. According to PBS mechanism, low priority packets are admitted to buffer only when buffer occupancy is less than $T (< N)$ while the buffer access of high priority traffic is limited by its full capacity.

In high speed networks, the two major performance measures are the end-to-end transfer delay and end-to-end packet loss probability. The quality of traffic including video, voice and other data signals is sensitive to consecutive packet losses rather than single packet loss. Therefore, the proper performance measure for the traffic in such networks is consecutive packet loss probabilities. The goal is to accommodate more incoming packets from various sources and smooth out the burst arrival rate while limiting the overhead of the switch within a predefined size. Therefore, a novel scheme of adaptive threshold to fairly regulate the sharing of memory among queue for traffic of loss priority is proposed. This model can be applicable to any number of packet classes. The adaptive threshold scheme which is an improvement of SPBS scheme, adapts to changes in traffic conditions. Whenever the load changes, the system will go through a transient and guarantee the packet loss ratio performance between classes and improves the buffer utilization as possible.

In past [11], some non-parameter schemes have been
proposed based on fuzzy theory. These schemes are focused on providing flexible buffer management to ensure smooth packet loss behavior, but their disadvantages are too complex and the trade-off between performance and complexity is not very good.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the proposed adaptive partial buffer sharing scheme is presented in section II. Section III describes the performance analysis of ADPBS scheme. In first part of this section, analytical model used to control loss probability ratios with combination of control parameters is discussed and proposed algorithm is in the second part. Simulation results showing the comparative performance of the proposed ADPBS, SPBS and FIFO is given in Section IV. Finally, section V concludes the paper.

II. ADPBS SCHEME

ADPBS scheme is an improvement upon the SPBS scheme. The packet discarding decision is according to the relation between current queue occupancy and discarding thresholds and also it can be generalized to support multiple discarding priorities. In this section we shall present the detailed modeling and analysis of ADPBS scheme.

Assume that the queuing system can hold up to \( N \) packets and arrival packets can be classified to \( D \) discarding priorities. A series of discarding thresholds \( T(d) \), where \( 1 \leq d \leq D \), would be deployed. This will satisfy the following rule:

\[
0 \leq T(1) \leq T(2) \leq \ldots \leq T(D-1) \leq T(D)
\]  

(1)

In this way, the buffer space is virtually partitioned into the different segments based on priority level of the traffic and is controlled by the threshold value. An arriving packet with priority \( d \) will be admitted into the queue only if current queue occupancy is less than \( T(d) \); otherwise it will be discarded. Once a packet is admitted, it is never subject to discard.

A. ADPBS Scheme for two priorities

Assuming a finite buffer of size \( N \) and source traffic with two classes of priorities, there can be at most two classes of packets, say class 1 with low priority and class 2 with high priority. Also, there will be just one discarding priority \( T(D) \) involved as illustrated in Figure 3. Any arriving packet with priority \( d \) will be admitted into the queue if current queue occupancy is less than \( T(d) \); otherwise it will be discarded. Once a packet is admitted, it is never subject to discard.

B. ADPBS Scheme for multiple priorities

The most difference to two-priority case is that, there are two thresholds related to each discarding priority, except the lowest and highest priority one. One gives the available buffer space up-bound for it, and other is sharing space with lower priorities, we call them upper thresholds and lower thresholds separately.

Each discarding priority maintains one loss counter for each relative threshold and pushes the threshold to move outward when loss counter exceeds the loss up-bound parameter as same as two-priority case. If for a certain priority too much packets were discarded, ADPBS scheme will increase its upper thresholds to make more buffer space, while decrease its lower thresholds to reduce the sharing space simultaneously. During a long period, the relative loss ratios incline to keep approximately stable to some degree.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Analytical Model

For analyzing the performance of the proposed algorithm, two priority input traffic is considered to maintain the
complexity level low. With two priority traffic, there are packets with high priority and low priority. The buffer is the common resource for both high priority and low priority traffic. The threshold controls the access to buffer for the incoming traffic—allowing both types of traffic if the buffer occupancy is below threshold level and if the occupancy level is more than threshold it accepts only high priority incoming traffic. The total arrival rate for high priority is represented as \( \lambda_h \) and that for low priority as \( \lambda_l \). The service rate of the queue is represented as \( \mu \). The traffic load for the queue is given by \( \rho = (\lambda_h + \lambda_l)/\mu \).

Equation (2) shows \( P_l \) is the packet loss ratio of low priority packets. The rate of threshold movement towards the left (higher positions) is proportional to low priority packet loss rate and the values of \( b_l \) and \( t_l \), and is given by:

\[
P_l \lambda_l \left( \frac{t_l}{b_l} \right)
\]

Similarly, in (3), \( P_h \) is the packet loss ratio of high priority packets. The rate of threshold movement towards the right (lower positions) in the buffer is associated with the high priority packet loss rate and the values of \( b_h \) and \( t_h \), and is given by:

\[
P_h \lambda_h \left( \frac{t_h}{b_h} \right)
\]

If the threshold moves towards the right, it yields enough space only for high priority packets to be accommodated in buffer at the cost of loss of low priority packets due to reduced buffer space for those. Hence, loss probability of low priority packets increases. Similarly, the threshold movement towards left results in increased loss probability of high priority packets. This tradeoff results in equilibrium of threshold when two equations are equal as shown in (4).

\[
P_l \lambda_l \left( \frac{t_l}{b_l} \right) = P_h \lambda_h \left( \frac{t_h}{b_h} \right)
\]

Equation (5) clearly indicates that the ratio of loss probability high priority and low priority packets depend on input traffic arrival rate and threshold control parameters. The minimum value for the ratio of \( P_h \) and \( P_l \) is when the threshold reaches first position (position 1 of buffer) where the low priority packets are discarded on arrival. At this threshold level, the value of this ratio becomes \( P_{c} \). When the threshold level reaches the last position (position \( N-1 \) of buffer), the ratio \( P_h \) and \( P_l \) becomes 1, since both low priority and high priority packets get access to complete buffer.

Considering the minimum and maximum values for the ratio of \( P_h \) and \( P_l \), its range of values may be expressed as:

\[
P_h \leq \left( \frac{P_h}{P_l} = \frac{\lambda_l t_l b_l}{\lambda_h t_h b_h} \right) \leq 1
\]

ADPBS scheme for multiple priorities can be analyzed in the same way and the following relation holds:

\[
P_{d+1} \leq \left( \frac{P_{d+1}}{P_{d}} = \frac{\lambda_d t_d b_{d+1}}{\lambda_{d+1} t_{d+1} b_{d}} \right) \leq 1
\]

Equation (6) and (7) allow us to select the control parameter value to get the expected relative loss ratios, if the arrival traffic pattern has been clear. This is a very important characteristic of ADPBS scheme, for it has solved the thresholds setting problem for partial buffer sharing scheme.

With ADPBS scheme, all the packets of different priority share the same queue space, and compete for shared buffer resources one another. Consequent thresholds adjustment produces a negative feedback effect, which can adjust threshold to optimal value quickly when traffic load changes.
Therefore, the variation of packet loss ratios is small with ADPBS scheme, as well as the relative loss ratios tend to be stable to some degree. The experimental results in section IV will show these advantages of ADPBS scheme more clearly.

B. Proposed Algorithm

The description of the variables used in the algorithm is given below in Table I. The proposed algorithm is given below:

for every arrival packet \( \text{pkt} \)

\[
\text{total_pkt_in_sys}++
\]

/*determine priority of arrived packet*/

\[
prio = \text{priority} \left( \text{pkt} \right)
\]

if \( \text{qlen} < \text{qlim} \)

/*there is enough buffer space for packet*/

if \( \text{pkt} \) has high priority 

/*for consecutive packet loss*/

if \( \text{prev_counter_hi_prio} = \text{total_pkt_in_sys} - 1 \)

loss_high +=

\[
\text{prev_counter_hi_prio} = \text{total_pkt_in_sys}
\]

if (loss_high == loss_bound_high)

loss_high=0 /*reset packet loss counter*/

if threshold can be decreased further

\[
\text{TH} = \text{TH} - 1
\]

end

end

else

\[
\text{prev_counter_hi_prio} = \text{total_pkt_in_sys}
\]

loss_high +1

end

/*for low priority packet*/

else

if (\( \text{prev_counter_low_prio} = \text{total_pkt_in_sys} - 1 \))

loss_low +=

\[
\text{prev_counter_low_prio} = \text{total_pkt_in_sys}
\]

if (loss_low == loss_bound_low)

loss_low=0 /*reset packet loss counter*/

if threshold can be increased further

\[
\text{TH} = \text{TH} + 1
\]

end

end

else

\[
\text{prev_counter_low_prio} = \text{total_pkt_in_sys}
\]

loss_low +1

end

endfor

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this paper, we have illustrated that the ADPBS attempts to reduce consecutive packet loss as compared with SPBS and FIFO. Using the above analysis, we can control the loss of consecutive high priority packets and low priority packets through the combinations of the parameters like \( \lambda_h, \lambda_l, \mu, t_h, t_l, b_h \) and \( b_l \). In this section, we provide our simulation results to illustrate the performance of ADPBS, SPBS and FIFO queues.

The model given in Figure 4 represents that the simulation results are obtained three queues under the same traffic conditions. The common values used in the simulation are buffer size, \( N=20 \) and service rate, \( \mu=20 \). The relative packet loss behavior is studied by deploying exponential distributed on/off model to generate packets traffic common for the three different queue mechanisms. For analyzing the performance, we have divided the simulation in three different parts, as discussed below:

A. Load Factor Variation

In this section, the performance of adaptive threshold queue is discussed and compared with static threshold queue and FIFO queue.

Table II gives the results of the simulation run with the proposed algorithm. The following values are assigned to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>FIFO</th>
<th>SPBS</th>
<th>ADPBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Priority</td>
<td>Low Priority</td>
<td>High Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
variables: $t_h=2$, $t_l=2$, $b_h=2$ and $b_l=6$. The values of $\lambda_h$ and $\lambda_l$ are varied to change the load conditions keeping the service rate, $\mu=20$ as constant. This table captures the number of consecutive packets lost (high priority and low priority both) and tabulates the comparative values FIFO, SPBS and ADPBS with reference to a particular load value.

Figure 5 gives consecutive high priority packets lost in FIFO Queue, Static Threshold Queue and Adaptive Threshold Queue for different load ratios. The results show that the curve for adaptive threshold is always lower among the three curves. For higher values of the load ratio, the performance of adaptive threshold queue is better, where as for its lower values there is not significant difference of performance among three curves. At load ratio of 0.7, the loss ratio of static and adaptive is 1.15; for FIFO and ADPBS this ratio is 3 where as this ratio increases to 1.76 and 5.09 respectively for load ratio 0.8.

![Fig. 5 Consecutive packet loss of high priority packets for different load ratios](image)

The main fact for this is: as on higher values of load ratios, more of the buffer space gets allocated for accommodating the high priority packets, so low priority packets suffer loss. At load ratio of 0.7, the loss ratio of static and adaptive is 0.53 while it increases to 1.09 when load ratio is 0.9.

### B. Input traffic mix variation

In this simulation, the impact of the high priority packets and low priority packets traffic mix is studied. Table III gives the results observed after the simulation run with the above given algorithm. The following values are assigned to the variables: $t_h=2$, $t_l=2$, $b_h=2$ and $b_l=6$. The values of $\lambda_h$ and $\lambda_l$ are varied to change the input traffic mix for the same load conditions, that is, keeping the total arrival rate, $\lambda$ and service rate, $\mu=20$ as constant. This table captures the number of consecutive packets lost (high priority and low priority both) and tabulates the comparative values for FIFO, SPBS and ADPBS queues with reference to a particular value of input traffic mix.

### TABLE III
**Total Consecutive Packets Loss of High and Low Priority Packets for Different Input Traffic Ratios**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Traffic Ratio ($\lambda_h / \lambda_l$)</th>
<th>FIFO</th>
<th>SPBS</th>
<th>ADPBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Priority Lost Packets</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Priority Lost Packets</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Priority Lost Packets (Low Priority)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Priority Lost Packets (High Priority)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 6 Consecutive packet loss of low priority packets for different load ratios](image)
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Fig. 7 Consecutive packet loss of high priority packets for different input traffic ratios

Figure 7 gives the consecutive packets lost for the ratio of high priority input traffic. The results are again compared with FIFO queue and static threshold queue to evaluate the overall performance of ADPBS. Below the input traffic ratio of 0.75, the static queue shows good results with minimum loss of the consecutive high priority packets. However, adaptive queue starts performing better beyond input traffic ratio of 0.75. At the input traffic ratio of 0.17, the consecutive packet loss ratio of high priority packets in FIFO and adaptive queue is 3.58; for static and adaptive this ratio is 0 and at input traffic ratio of 1.80, the loss ratios become 3.94 and 1.56.

The results for loss of consecutive low priority packets are shown in Figure 8 for various input traffic ratios. It is illustrated here that below input traffic ratio of 0.75, the adaptive threshold queue performs better. However, its performance deteriorates significantly beyond this point. At input traffic ratio of 0.17, the consecutive packet loss ratio of low priority packets for FIFO and adaptive queue is 2.14 whereas for static and adaptive queue, this ratio is 2.07 and at input traffic ratio of 1.33, the loss ratios become 0.43 and 0.67.

It is also observed that the dynamic queue performs better for the kind of traffic which has higher proportion in the input traffic mix. For example, when the input traffic mix has major content of high priority packets, the consecutive packet loss of high priority packets significantly decreases as compared to low priority packets and vice-versa. This characteristic of ADPBS illustrates its efficient control and adaptive nature.

TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modification Step</th>
<th>Modification Step Ratio ($t_h/t_l$)</th>
<th>Loss Bound High Priority, $b_h$</th>
<th>Loss Bound Low Priority, $b_l$</th>
<th>Consecutive Packet Loss High Priority</th>
<th>Consecutive Packet Loss Low Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2 8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>20 14</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>185 336</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4 6</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0 6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>39 90</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>2 8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>20 14</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6 70</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>4 6</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0 62</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>36 195</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>2 8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>20 14</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>13 19</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>4 6</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0 62</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>60 130</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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C. Impact of feedback

Table IV gives the results of the simulation run with the above given algorithm for different loss bound ratios. The following values are assigned to the variables: total arrival rate, $\lambda = 14$ and service rate, $\mu = 20$ to maintain the load = 0.7; other values $t_h, t_l, b_h$ and $b_l$ are varied to obtain the different packet loss ratios. The ratio $t_h / t_l$ represents the negative feedback action and shows the quantitative change in threshold for high priority packets with respect to low priority. The ratio $b_h / b_l$ represents the level of packet loss at which the change in threshold should happen. Thus, these two ratios depict the ADPBS behavior in terms of the amount of feedback action and time when this action is to be taken. This table captures the number of consecutive packet lost (high and low priority both) and tabulates these values for different combinations of ratios.

![Fig. 9 Consecutive packet loss ratio for different loss bound ratios](image)

Figure 9 gives the impact of feedback action using comparison among ratios of consecutive packets lost and loss bound ratios for various modification step ratios. It is observed that for lower loss bound ratios the packet loss ratio is higher while it decreases when the loss bound ratio is increased. For higher modification step ratios, the packet loss ratio further reduces.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an Adaptive Partial Buffer Sharing (ADPBS) packet loss control scheme for two and multiple priority classes in congested networks. The proposed scheme incorporates an adaptive threshold which dynamically adjusts according to network traffic behavior changes. An expression relating packet loss ratio of two adjacent priority classes and four system control parameters is derived. The performance of ADPBS scheme is compared and analysed with SPBS and FIFO queues for different load ratios and input traffic combinations. ADPBS manages to reduce consecutive packet loss as compared to SPBS and FIFO queues due to its adaptive threshold nature. Our further research will focus on enhancement of ADPBS scheme that delivers excellent performance under different traffic load conditions.
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